
Electric mobile lifting 
solutions that improve 
your working enviroment.

A lift trolley with 
tools, adapted to your 
requirements.

• Effective

• Ergonomic

• Safe

www.liftsafe.net



P IE E

Professional Industrial Eco Eco

Which trolley in our family suits 
you best?

All our lifting trolleys are equipped with a built in safety clutch to avoid risk of squeeze and 

tipping injuries. Our entire range of lifting trolleys are available in painted or stainless steel.

Largest, most stable, power-
ful and most flexible in the 
family.

The unique and proven mo-
dular concept with associated 
tools provides unlimited pos-
sibilities to solve your need.

Middle child is good at com-
promising. 

Made with a fully welded chas-
sis, which gives the solution a 
good stability. 

This is the little one in the 
family. 

Easy and flexible solution. It 
is available in both standard 
and industry-adapted designs. 
The chassis is neat and narrow, 
which makes it a lot
smooth and easy to maneuver.

P trolley solutions E trolley solutionsIE trolley solutions

P Range
For demanding industrial 

environments

IE Range
For demanding industrial 

environments

E Range
For less demanding 

industrial and other environments
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Tailor made for
your area of use

and your working 
environment.



Our completely modular family member
A unique, modular concept forms the basis of our 
P-trolleys, giving you and us virtually unlimited 
opportunities to create a lifter which is perfectly 
suited to your needs.

Many different types of chassis
We offer chassis of variable widths, heights and 
lengths as well as custom made ones.

Select desired load capacity
Personalised to meet the handling requirements in 
your premises. The load capacities are: 90 kg, 130 
kg, 175 kg 225 kg or 325 kg. All this with the best 
ratio between own weight and load weight.

Variable lifting heights
The lifting columns can be supplied in different 
standard heights, but can also be custom made to 
provide the exact desired stroke.
As an alternative we also offer a telescopic lifting 
column that enables you to double the lifting height

Different sets of wheels
In order to best adapt the trolley to the particular 
needs of different working environments, we 
provide wheels in various sizes and materials.

Tools  - Attachments
We have a large number of standard tools such as 
loading platforms, forks, scales/counting scales, 
Squeeze & Turn (our clamping tool that grips the 
goods you are handling firmly, from the outside while 
also lifting and rotating it), and our pneumatic 
expander, Expand & Turn,(intended for handling 
reels when you
need to lift/rotate from the core). We also 
manufacture many customer-specific tools.

3-step brake
In addition to the central brake, the P-trolleys also 
have a directional lock on the rear wheels.

P Range



Scales

Squeeze & Turn Expand & TurnLifting Forks

Prong

Roller Platform with side 
feeding and locking

Box Tilter

V-BlockRoller Platform with front 
loading and locking

Platform with edge rolls Platform with 3 rollersPlatform

Double Column - for increased lifting capacity and sta-
bility

Telescopic Column - to clear low objects and then lift 
high

Scales

Lifting Forks

Prong

Roller Platform with side 
feeding and locking

V-BlockRoller Platform with front 
loading and locking

Platform with edge rolls Platform with 3 rollersPlatform

Tools



Individual Grippers Tipping Device Multi-Forks Turning Module

Folding Ladders Remote controls

Platform with V-blockPlatform for Crates

List holder

Depository shelf Waste Bag holders

Holder for battery 
charger

Tools

Accessories



IE Range
The compromise that meets the tougher requi-
rements.
These are stable, manoeuvrable trolleys with a 
low weight, which can be equipped with a number 
of different tools.

A welded chassis 
This chassis meets the tough requirements of 
industrial environments.
Choose standard wheels or small wheels to get the 
cart low-built.

Load capacity
Manages weights up to 90 kg.

Variable lifting heights
Lifting columns are available in three 
standard heights.

Tools
Specifically for the IE solutions, there are 
customized forks that are available for a standard 
price. We also have a large number of standard 
tools, such as a lifting platform, a platform with 
side rollers, a roller platform, a prong, v-block, etc.

Foot brake
A pedal-activated brake on the rear wheels.

IE-trolleys
gets the work done 
ergonomically and 

safely in a wide range of 
industries all around the 

world.



Platform with edge rollsPlatform Platform Protection, 
stainless

ProngRoller Platform with 
front loading and locking

Roller Platform with side 
feeding and locking

Expand & Turn Light

Scales

Standard forks – made to required measure

Choose if you wish to have angular, round or 

flat-steel tubes and enter a length and width 

between 50 mm - 500 mm. We will then 

manufacture a customized fork for you.

Tools 



E Range

Our neat, little one – with many different 
appearances
70E and 90E are our light weight and slim lift 
trolleys. Often supplied in their 
standard version, but also available as customized 
versions. 

The chassis
Only 435 mm wide, which makes it very 
flexible and manoeuvrable.

Different sizes of wheels
Choose from standard or low-built wheels to adapt 
the trolley to your working environme-nt.

Tools
We have a large number of standard tools and lifting 
forks, but for the E-trolleys we have also developed 
special tools intended to be used in pharmacies, 
kitchens and archives.

Load capacities
The trolleys are available in load capacities of 70 
kg and 90 kg.

Lifting columns
We have columns in different heights to suit your 
requirement.

Foot brake
A pedal-activated brake on the rear wheels.

…use our trolleys to
improve efficiency

and ensure safe
handling.



Foldable Ladders

Folded Platform for con-
tainers

Platform with edge rolls Platform with recess

Platform with V-block

Prong

Platform for Crates

Fork for crates, with fold-
down platform

Dual Platform for
archiving

List holder

Depository shelf Waste Bag holder, single

Remote ControlsHolder for battery 
charger

Platform Platform Protection, 
stainless

Accessories

Tools




